which the Angelchik antireflux prosthesis was adopted. The use of this device is contentious; it is our opinion that it should be abandoned.\(^1\)

Some of the reasons for the variable results of the Nissen fundoplication have been outlined by DeMeester et al.\(^2\) In 100 consecutive cases they performed three technical modifications of the procedure. Increasing the calibre of the oesophageal bougie used at operation from 36 to 60 French gauge reduced the incidence of painful swallowing from 83% to 39%; shortening the length of fundoplication reduced dysphagia from 21% to 3%; and dividing the short gastric vessels to achieve further mobilisation of the fundus increased the incidence of complete distal oesophageal sphincter relaxation on swallowing from 31% to 71%. Clearly there are many variables that contribute to a good clinical result from a Nissen fundoplication.\(^3\)\(^4\) Both anterior and posterior fundoplication when performed alone have been reported to give good symptomatic results with fewer side effects. These modifications have not, however, received general acclaim. We believe that with appropriate patient selection and painstaking surgical technique the Nissen procedure may re-establish acompetent cardia and provide relief of symptoms with an incidence of side effects that should be seen as acceptable given the limitations of existing medical treatment.

Optimising the results of fundoplication seems to be a job for the highly skilled, experienced, and specialised surgeon.\(^5\)\(^6\) This should not preclude the development of simple and technically reproducible operations based on sound physiological principles.\(^7\) Endoscopic methods for preventing reflux are appealing but require much development. Doctors will undoubtedly use more omeprazole, and this may reduce the number of antireflux operations in a similar manner to the reduction of peptic ulcer operations that occurred as a result of the introduction of cimetidine a decade ago. Though it is now appropriate to reappraise the practice of antireflux surgery, surgical correction remains the only feasible long term solution until we are more certain about the adverse effects, if any, of long term administration of potent antisecretory drugs in humans.
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“**It isn’t epilepsy is it, doctor?”**

**A question expecting, and sometimes deserving, the answer “No”**

Childhood epilepsy is both underdiagnosed and over-diagnosed. The misdiagnosis of non-epileptic events as epilepsy is the commoner error and potentially the more serious. The anxiety audible in a mother’s question, “Isn’t epilepsy is it, doctor?” shows the depth of negative emotions inherent in the concept of epilepsy. Too many children (and adults) are referred to hospital with a diagnosis of epilepsy or “epilepsy” without a detailed history of the event being obtained. When this is eventually taken it will often clearly show the diagnosis to be wrong.

A full history must be taken from parents, a teacher, or another “caretaker” who has seen the events that prompted the question, but public awareness of what may occur in an epileptic fit is limited. Distressed parents are poor witnesses to fact. Many, seeing the child’s first attack, believe that he or she will die in it. Their vocabulary may be inadequate to describe the event, which is usually outside their experience. Leading questions are often needed; the informant should be asked not merely to describe but to imitate what occurred. The doctor may need to insist on this before getting the desired response and should be prepared to offer a choice of mimed seizure patterns—for example, infantile spasms or tonic-clonic convulsions—which may help the witness to remember.

The child himself is the only person who knows what he has experienced, and the older child should always be asked about his episode. Young children can, for example, graphically describe vertigo and may have complained during attacks of “the naughty room going round” or rationalised it by saying that a giant was shaking the house. Such a description, which clearly indicates that the child was fully aware at the time, suggests episodes of benign paroxysmal vertigo,\(^1\)\(^2\) yet such symptoms are often attributed to “petit mal” or some other form of epilepsy. (O'Donohoe rightly believes the term “petit mal” to be perhaps the most misused in the subject.\(^3\))

Jeavons found that one fifth of 470 children and adults seen in two epilepsy clinics did not have epilepsy.\(^4\) Documenting the many disorders misdiagnosed as epilepsy, he emphasised that events before and immediately after an attack are often as important as diagnostic clues as the the episode itself. For example, only the patient can describe the faintness, light headedness, sinking abdominal feeling, and greying of vision
before losing consciousness that suggest a syncopal attack. The circumstance of its occurrence, often stressful or painful, may strengthen the diagnosis. Recovery is usually quicker and postictal sleep rarer after a faint than after an epileptic fit, though the malaise felt at the start of the attack will often persist for a time after it. Often these important historical clues are neglected, while the occurrence of stiffening, slight clonic movements, or urinary incontinence in a syncopal attack is taken as proof of an epileptic fit. An eye witness account of deathly pallor and an impalpable pulse, if available, is diagnostically helpful.

Situational clues are especially important in breath holding spells of the cyanotic or pallid ("reflex anoxic seizures") type. 4 In cyanotic seizures a child, often a boy with poor tolerance of frustration, suffers a painful stimulus—a fall, a fright, or a frustration—and cries vigorously for one or two breaths and then holds his breath in expiration. He then becomes cyanosed, loses consciousness, and falls limply. A few jerks and brief stiffening may follow; this does not mean that he has epilepsy. The attacks vary greatly in frequency and usually cease by 5 years of age. In the pallid variety the child reacts to a sudden unexpected, mildly unpleasant stimulus, often a slight blow to the back of the head, but sometimes to his first experience of a "grown up" bath, or even a new taste, 5 with little or no crying followed by apnoea, pallor, limpness, and unresponsiveness. Stiffening, opisthotonos, and convulsive movements may occur. Cardiac asystole for two seconds or more is common, and when it lasts eight seconds or more convulsive movements ensue. Stephenson has described these "white reflex anoxic seizures" in detail and emphasised the need to show the abnormality sensitive occulovagal reflex evoked by ocular compression during combined electrocardiographic and electroencephalographic recording. 6 Confusion with epilepsy should not occur; true epileptic seizures, though often occurring in emotion situations, are seldom, and never invariably, provoked by such specific stimuli. 7 To label children with such attacks as epileptic is harmful and to prescribe phenobarbital may be disastrous. In most cases reassurance is sufficient. With frequent and severe attacks treatment with atropine may be helpful. 8

Migraine, narcolepsy, night terrors, nightmares, masturbation, "gratification phenomena," and cardiac arrhythmias are other events often mistaken for epilepsy. 9 A detailed history and a refusal to jump to conclusions should prevent this. When in doubt (and there will always be doubtful cases) the child should be given the benefit of this doubt, while the doctor keeps an open mind and awaits events. More harm usually results from a premature and incorrect diagnosis of epilepsy, "a passport to prejudice" as Taylor has called it, 10 than from delayed recognition.

Particular difficulty may arise in cases of hysterical pseudoseizures 11 and of "epilepsy" as a symptom of "Munchausen syndrome by proxy." 12,13 Staff in schools for children with epilepsy are familiar with the feigned seizures with which some of their pupils add to their regular fits for various purposes and are skilled at separating the wheat from the chaff. If, however, the child is not a "known epileptic" (a phrase which carries its own dangers) the bizarre behaviour of a child reported by his parent may prove a difficult diagnostic problem for the doctor. Dramatic episodes in which the child responds by struggling harder the more he is restrained ("it took three people to hold him down") are seldom due to epilepsy, though the phase of postictal confusion after a fit may be marked by such behaviour. The study of prolactin secretion may help to distinguish genuine seizures from pseudoseizures. Bye et al. found increased serum concentrations of prolactin in eight of 10 children with tonic-clonic seizures and in three of five with complex partial seizures but in none of those with non-epileptic episodes. 14 They considered that a serial rise in prolactin concentration or a value above 500 nU/l is evidence that a generalised or complex partial seizure has occurred and recommended serial blood sampling between zero and 10 minutes after a dubious episode and again after 20 minutes.

"Munchausen syndrome by proxy" is that form of child abuse in which a parent, usually the mother and often a nurse, fraudulently fabricates symptoms and signs in a child. 15-17 Vomiting, gastrointestinal bleeding, or haematuria may be complained of. Seven of Meadow's 19 patients had neurological symptoms fabricated by a parent; three presented with "seizures." 18,19 Like other forms of child abuse this bizarre and dangerous syndrome is increasingly recognised, but to discover the truth in such cases may be extremely difficult. The unsuspecting doctor unwittingly colludes with the mother in harming her child, and successive siblings may be affected. Once the label "known epileptic" is applied the diagnosis is seldom challenged.

In certain epileptic seizures of childhood the evidence of the patient is crucial. In the age group 3 to 14 years many generalised nocturnal convulsions start as simple partial seizures and become generalised secondarily in the syndrome of benign rolandic ("centrocortical" or "sylvian") epilepsy. 20,21 Unless the focal onset of the seizure is witnessed it is reported as a generalised convulsion. The vital clue may be given by the child if he is asked. He will often describe the onset of jerking and sensory symptoms on one side of his face, with spread to the ipsilateral arm and leg. The electroencephalogram will usually suggest the diagnosis, showing mid-temporal spike foci that are unilateral or sometimes bilateral. In such cases imaging of the brain gives normal results, the seizures are often limited to sleep and respond well to carbamazepine, and the outlook is good, with attacks often stopping by the age of 14. Some children will have only one or two seizures, and it has been suggested that drugs may safely be deferred until a third fit has occurred. 22

In complex partial seizures of the temporal lobe and other origin the older child will describe bizarre disturbances of perception and hallucinations. 23 He should be asked and encouraged to do so, as he is sometimes afraid to discuss them, fearing disbelief or that he is going mad. The seizures of juvenile myoclonic epilepsy are often unrecognised until a major convulsion has occurred, as the teenager, confused and worried by his early morning myoclonic jerks, may keep his own counsel or even, if medical advice is sought, may risk being regarded as hysterical. 21,22

In these and some other syndromes of epilepsy the electroencephalogram can give valuable supporting evidence for the diagnosis, but the basic approach to the important questions: "Is it epilepsy?" "If so, what type of epilepsy?" and "What is the treatment?" should always be clinical.

EM BRETT
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Perioperative deaths among children

Standards of care are high, but those who don’t care for children regularly shouldn’t care for them at all

Society may be judged by the care it provides for its most dependent members. The decision that the first report of the National Confidential Enquiry into Perioperative Deaths should examine deaths among children aged under 11 within 30 days of surgery is therefore fitting, although it was also influenced by practical considerations. The long term aim of the national inquiry is to review 6000 deaths annually, but the logistic problems persuaded the steering committee initially to select a smaller, more easily defined sample. The resulting report, published this week, is the first time that a single surgical-anesthaetist specialty has been formally assessed in such detail.

The report’s first conclusion, that the overall standard of surgical and anaesthetic care of children is excellent, is therefore a matter for satisfaction. Neonatal and paediatric surgery is a relatively new specialty, and progress in the care of children with both cardiac and non-cardiac conditions to the standards illustrated by the inquiry has also been due to the parallel development of specialist anaesthetic practice. This has played an important part not only in the operating theatre but also preoperatively in clinical assessment and postoperatively in the intensive care unit. Nevertheless, and unsurprisingly, there is room for improvement in both surgery and anaesthesia.

The desirability of children’s surgery and anaesthesia being performed by clinicians with a regular paediatric practice is clear—not least to those without such a practice who are forced by circumstances or staff shortages to care for children. The number of full time paediatric surgeons has increased in recent years, and now all teaching hospitals have full time paediatric surgeons (except in one region) and anaesthetists with specialist paediatric experience. But inevitably some work is done by general surgeons, and the report emphasises not only the importance of regular paediatric practice but also the problems posed by some locum staff not having the competence to care for children. The British Association of Paediatric Surgeons has produced guidelines on training for general surgeons who are responsible for children. Some years ago the Royal College of Surgeons of England suggested that in district general hospitals with four or more surgeons one should have had some training in paediatric surgery.

The inquiry underlined the accepted need for continuing postgraduate education for all consultants who care for children—particularly those in district and single specialty hospitals. In practice this probably entails their joining and attending the scientific meetings of specialty associations such as the British Association of Paediatric Surgeons and the Association of Paediatric Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. General surgeons may not be aware that the British Association of Paediatric Surgeons would welcome them as members.

Single specialty units pose particular problems, which are likely to be resolved only by an increase in the number of medical and nursing staff trained in caring for children. Care for children could also be improved by a more widespread acceptance of the need for transfer, perhaps between regions, of children with complex surgical problems, notably those with burns or neurosurgical or cardiac conditions.

The report rightly emphasises the value of a team approach to caring for paediatric surgical patients. Training programmes in paediatric medicine should clearly include a period on a surgical unit, just as the training of general surgeons who will care for children should include close contact with paediatricians or paediatric surgeons. Nowhere is this cooperation more important than in the care of a severely injured child.

As in the original survey of perioperative deaths in 1987, this report emphasises the importance of supervision of juniors. Its final recommendation is that no trainee should undertake any anaesthetic or surgical operation on a child of any age without consultation with his or her consultant. But this is a counsel of perfection; with a consultant’s workload spread across more than one hospital it may be difficult to achieve. It also fails to acknowledge that many trainees in paediatric surgical and anaesthetic training programmes have reached a high degree of clinical and technical competence, certainly in the less than complex procedures such as routine circumcision and hernia repairs in fit children.

The report’s first recommendation is that the National Enquiry into Perioperative Deaths should continue. Few will disagree, although both this and the 1987 report have probably done much as is presently possible in encouraging better standards of care. High standards seem at present to be more at risk from deficiencies in resources than from deficiencies in training or supervision or audit programmes. Realisation of all six of the report’s recommendations (see p 1608) on ways to improve the surgical care of children will involve not only clinicians but also politicians and managers. If clinical information services are improved—another of the recommendations—then an even more formidable task may lie ahead: the investigation of perioperative morbidity.
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